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Welcome 
By Dominic Wall, Director 
dominic@greenrecruitmentcompany.com 
 

 

Welcome to the spring edition of the Green Insider, this is the fourth edition of our quarterly newsletter. 
2020, is a special year for our business, representing our tenth year of trading, its been an amazing 
journey so far and we hope that this newsletter demonstrates that even a decade on, our passion for 
green energy and technology remains as strong as ever.  
 
This edition follows our previous format with a geographic split for articles alongside some focus areas. 
In this edition our geographic focus includes the following; Nathan Quinn looks at the Irish wind energy 
sector, Harry Davies looks at the increasingly bipartisan nature of renewable energy in the USA, Ian 
Gilmour looks at energy storage in the Caribbean, Qihan Geng has pulled a double shift proving two 
articles – the first on Central Asia and the second on Singapore, Tim Hall looks at how Victoria in 
Australia is pursuing its green goals, and Harry Moncur tackles subsidy free solar in Europe. Our two 
focus areas in this edition focus on power purchase agreements (PPAs) as Andrew Green looks at how 
the confectionary and alcohol sectors have tackled PPAs, whilst Cory Rogers looks at the success of 
EVs in the public transport and logistics sectors.  
 
As always, we’re keen to hear back people’s thoughts about the articles in this edition and also any 
suggestions on future articles, 
 
Yours Sincerely, 
 
Dominic Wall 
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More than a bit of a breeze; Wind Energy in Ireland 
By Nathan Quinn, Energy Generation & Storage UK & Ireland, nathan@greenrecruitmentcompany.com  

 
A favourable wind from 2019… 
Last year, wind energy in Ireland grew by 463MW, 
taking the countries installed capacity to 4.1GW with the 
technology accounting for 32.5% of the countries power 
mix. That energy mix figure second only to Denmark 
(which has 41%). In fact, 24 new wind farms were 
connected in 2019, and early signs are that 2020 will be 
another bumper year for wind energy generation.  
 
Wind energy is also proving to be highly attractive to 
range of investors, Greencoat Capital are particularly 
bullish having recently grown its portfolio to include 15 
wind farms, making it Ireland’s second largest wind 
energy operator, last year they generated 1,154GWh 
from their Irish wind farms. Elsewhere EDF have 
entered the Irish market having acquired a 50% stake in 
the Codling Offshore Wind project 13km from Wicklow, 
the project is expected to have a capacity of 1GW once 
complete. Back onshore Highfield Energy is teaming up 
with the Temporis Aurora Fund to finance 200MW of 
onshore wind assets. 
 
In the longer-term Irish organisations have signed 
cooperation plans with organisations in Wales and 
Cornwall to start developing floating wind projects in the 
Celtic Sea.  
 
Three challenges to overcome for growth 
Although there is a great deal of positivity for wind 
energy in Ireland, the sector is not without challenges. 
Here are the three key challenges facing wind energy in 
Ireland: 
 

1. Avoiding wastage. In 2019 Ireland lost 8% of its 
wind energy due to ‘dispatch down’ due to grid 
constraints. Eirgrid is by international standards 
good at connecting renewable energy into the 
grid but has been challenged by record outputs 
and the wider need to continually improve the 
grid to meet long term energy goals. 

2. Regulations on onshore wind. Onshore wind 
can be quite a contentious issue in Ireland, 
aside from regular planning permission 
clashes, there are new guidelines on the siting 
and noise levels of turbines. Clearly there is a 
need to balance local concerns against 
planning permissions, nor is the problem 
unique to Ireland, there are proposals in 
Germany to offer payments to those near wind 
turbines to fix a similar issue. The challenge is 
that the proposed guideline changes may 
seriously dampen Renewable Energy Support 
Scheme (RESS) auction in June by making 
onshore development harder.  

3. Not enough regulation for offshore wind. 
Despite wind’s success in 2019, Ireland has 
taken criticism from the EU for being slow in 
comparison to other states in developing 
renewable energy. At the tail end of last year, 
the cabinet had approved a new Marine 
Development Bill to help boost offshore wind 
development and make planning processes 
easier. After the recent election and 
subsequent uncertainty, it may take time to get 
the focus on offshore wind back to where it 
should be. 

 
Could wind’s challenges be solar energy’s 
opportunity? 
Wind is currently the dominant renewable energy 
technology on Ireland, but that success is hiding the fact 
that quietly, solar energy is also gaining traction in 
Ireland. The upcoming RESS auction has a dedicated 
solar category (worth potentially 10% of the total award) 
and Eirgrid will likely want to encourage technology that 
can offer a more balanced grid. Whilst it’s a bit early to 
talk up solar as a genuine rival to wind in Ireland, it may 
certainly carve out a more distinct niche for itself soon.  
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UK & Ireland Jobs 
 
 
Head of Investment & Funding 
Location: Dublin 
Salary: € 150,000+ 
Contact: Rory Chandler – rory@greenrecruitmentcompany.com  
 
Fantastic opportunity to lead the fund raising and investment strategy for a global energy IPP as they target European 
asset expansion.  
 
The company have over 2GW solar PV in development globally and are looking for an entrepreneurial professional who 
can originate and execute solar opportunities across Europe - with target markets including Italy, Spain, Portugal, and 
France amongst others.  
 
The Group Funding and Investment leader will contribute to the overall success of the organization by actively raising 
finance to support projects and by effectively managing the corporate funding and investment requirements for the 
organization more broadly. 
 
 
Chief Technology Officer 
Location: East Anglia 
Salary: £70,000-£110,000 
Contact: Cory Rogers – cory@greenrecruitmentcompany.com  
 
The Green Recruitment Company are pleased to be exclusively partnering with a well-established renewable energy 
solutions business in a senior mandate to engage a new Chief Technology Officer to join their business. 
 
With 2020 a year of exponential growth for the business both in terms of headcount and service offerings, the need for 
a brand-new CTO has arisen. 
 
The business is at the forefront of the European energy market, with their unique battery storage solution, with the 
requirement to enhance the compatibility, software infrastructure & scalability of their solution into bigger developments 
moving forward. 
 
 
Head of European Business Development (Solar PV) 
Location: Dublin 
Salary: Excellent remuneration package – dependent on experience 
Contact: Rory Chandler – rory@greenrecruitmentcompany.com 
 
Fantastic opportunity to spearhead business development efforts within a global energy IPP as they target European 
asset expansion.  
 
The company have over 2GW solar PV in development globally and are looking for an entrepreneurial professional who 
can originate and execute solar opportunities across Europe. 
 
This key strategic hire must have solar experience, with an appropriate proven track record, to lead and partner to grow 
the Business Development team for Europe, with initial emphasis on Southern Europe. The European Business 
Development Director will be based in Dublin but responsible for all of Europe with full visibility of International markets 
- they will be responsible for all aspects of renewable energy development and investment in Europe. 
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The USA in 2020; Red, White, Blue and Green 
By Harry Davies, Country Manager USA, harry.davies@greenrecruitmentcompany.com  

 
Green is the most important primary colour 
All eyes will be on the US in 2020.  And not just because 
of the pending Presidential election later in the year, but 
also as renewable energy continues to make strides 
across the country.  For this article I thought I’d focus on 
four different states to highlight how green energy is 
likely to develop in the USA this year. 
 
Hawaii 
Despite the best efforts of some to revive the fossil fuel 
industry, flying in the face of the need for sustainable 
energy, the Aloha state has been dancing to a very 
different beat.  The island state has mandated itself to 
generate at least 30% of its energy from renewable 
sources by this year and to be at 100% by 2045. 
 

 
Hawaii is continuing to be at the vanguard of emissions-
free technology, building, and planning for more, flexible 
renewable power and storage plants – catchily named 
PV (Photovoltaic) Peaker Plants.  Designed to respond 
to periods of peak demand for electricity, Hawaii already 
has one in operation on the island of Kauai and is 
actively pushing to have another up and running by the 
end of this year. 
 
Hawaiian Electric, the main energy player in the state, 
is presently considering 75 further new technology 
renewable energy proposals, including solar and wind 
energy storage.  Two of the proposals under 
consideration are for Hawaii’s two largest coal and oil 
power plants to be completely replaced by 2024. 
 
Rhode Island 
Rhode Island may be the smallest state in the US, but 
when it comes to renewable energy, it’s looking at 
seriously big strategies for the future.  Rhode Island is 
already the country’s number one when it comes to 

offshore wind energy, with its first offshore windfarm, 
the very first in the US, commencing operation in 2016.  

 
On January 17th just gone, Governor Gina Raimondo 
signed off on an executive order requiring the state’s 
Office of Energy Resources to come up with a blueprint 
for how Rhode Island can be 100% renewable energy 
sufficient by 2030.  That is considerably faster than what 
the federal government has mandated and what other 
states with the same goal have proposed (in some 
cases by up to 10 years).  The proposal has wide-
spread support from environmentalists, trade unions 
and renewable energy players. 
 
Raimondo has good pedigree when it comes to target-
setting.  She is presently on course to see the Ocean 
State increase its renewable energy supply ten-fold by 
the end of this year. 
 
Texas 
The Lone Star state goes into 2020 from where it left off 
in 2019 – pressing on with its significant growth in 
renewable energy.  Defying the stereotype of being 
fossil-fuel fixated, last year Texas was responsible for 
more than a quarter of all corporate renewable energy 
deals around the globe.  
 
Additionally, by the end of 2019, Texas was generating 
27 gigawatts of wind power – making it the fifth only 
behind four other countries. 
 
Cheap, renewable energy is increasingly a major 
attraction for corporations both in the US and world-
wide, and Texas is more than willing and able to oblige, 
earning the moniker of being the “wild west of wind 
power”, with local, state and federal law allowing 
ongoing conducive conditions for renewable energy 
business in the state   
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According to energy research and business intelligence 
company Rystad Energy, by 2020, Texas will be set to 
receive more energy from wind power than coal.  And 
it’s not just wind power - solar is basking in the Texan 
sunshine too.  Solar energy capacity is set to double in 
2020 and then do the same again in 2021.  
 
Virginia 
 
In January of this year, the Virginia Clean Economy Act 
(VCEA) began its legislative passage through the 
Virginia Assembly.  Once passed, the new law will put 
Virginia on a committed path to achieving a 100% clean 
and renewable electricity grid by 2050. 
 
The VCEA, promoting a mix of both smart energy use 
and generation, offers a range of benefits for the 
Commonwealth’s citizens and economy, including the 
creation of 13,000 new jobs a year and producing an 
estimated $67.9 billion in net benefits for Virginians. 
 
The legislation would also allow for Virginia to press on 
with its participation in the Regional Greenhouse Gas 

Initiative (RGGI) – a free-market conglomeration of 
regional east coast states looking to reduce carbon 
emissions from fossil fuelled power-plants. 

 
Irrespective of party politics, a sizeable majority of 
Virginians support clean energy, with 73% of registered 
voters broadly supporting their legislators in enacting 
the proposed VCEA initiative. 
 
So, what does this all mean for renewables in the 
USA?  
Across the globe, election years in democracies can 
have an adverse impact on business and infrastructure. 
Typically, players tend to wait until after elections to kick 
on with projects. This year however it seems that the 
upcoming elections, will have no adverse impact on the 
rise of renewable energy in the USA, because 
regardless of whether a state goes blue or red this year, 
they’re all going green!
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Energy Storage and the Caribbean 
By Ian Gilmour, Regional Partner, Caribbean, ian.gilmour@greenrecruitmentcompany.com 
 
Renewables in the ascendancy 
It’s an exciting time to be in the renewable energy space 
in the Caribbean. In recent months the discussion here 
has developed from reconstruction and resilience to 
broader and more ambitious aims for sustainability and 
clean energy. Jamaica has just announced what 
amounts to a renewable energy revolution for the island 
with $7.3bn USD of investment with an emphasis on 
achieving 50% renewables by 2037 and some serious 
targets to promote e-mobility. Elsewhere Bonaire 
derives 33% of its electricity from wind energy, whilst 
Dominican Republic, Haiti, Guyana, Grenada, Saint 
Kitts and Nevis, Trinidad and Tobago, and Suriname 
are all early beneficiaries of a joint UAE-Caribbean 
green energy investment programme (UAE-CREF).  
 

 
The crucial role of energy storage  
A defining factor of the renewable energy sector in the 
Caribbean is the integral role of energy storage in the 
region. In other geographies, energy storage can 
sometimes seem an optional extra, in the Caribbean it 
is a sine qua non of nearly every countries strategy. 
Energy storage ties together several important themes 
for the region; it improves resiliency, provides 
consistency and tackles the dependence on imported 
diesel, a pollutant and expensive way to deliver energy.  
 
The region also has a significant interest in microgrids 
and distributed energy (with battery storage) as a result 
of repeated hurricanes: Puerto Rico has been a leader 
in this activity, and it is likely the Bahamas will follow a 
similar strategy.  
 
Another emerging trend is the rise of Commercial and 
Industrial (C&I) renewable energy, with some 
interesting pilot schemes in the Eastern Caribbean (St. 
Lucia, St. Vincent and the Grenadines and Grenada). 

These scheme deliver solar plus storage and may lead 
the way to increasing adoption due to the economic 
benefits emerging with energy storage.  
 
Three key projects to watch: 
Although there is a lot of activity in energy storage, here 
are three very interesting projects that demonstrate the 
importance and the scale of energy storage schemes in 
the Caribbean: 
 

1. Contour Global - hybrid plant extension in 
Bonaire. Bonaire is a small island (a population 
of just over 20,000) and the island has no 
transmission access with any other country. In 
February 2020, extension work was completed 
on the hybrid wind/diesel plant to install an 
energy storage facility with state-of-the-art 
digital management technology. This project 
has laid the groundwork for future expansions 
of wind energy and new solar capacity on the 
island.  

2. Leclanché – St Kitts & Nevis. Construction on 
this impressive 44.2MWh battery storage 
facility began in October 2019 and should 
complete in September 2021. Once complete 
the facility will supply between 25%-30% of the 
island’s power.  

3. JPS – HESS project. In December, Jamaica 
Public Service (JPS) announced that it had 
commissioned a Hybrid Energy Storage 
system. The 24.5MW system combines a fly 
wheel with battery storage and will be one of 
the largest in the world. It will be able to power 
60,000 homes.  

 
Closing thoughts: 
The countries of the Caribbean will have to tread a 
different path to renewable energy compared to others. 
As with the fossil fuel era in the renewables age, the 
geographic isolation and vulnerability of these island 
states make reliance on energy grids and transmission 
lines much harder. Therefore, a Caribbean-led solution 
is emerging, focused on ensuring local resilience and 
minimum wastage of renewable energy capacity. The 
projects highlighted in this article also illustrate the 
innovation and scale of the solutions being deployed.  
The renewable energy revolution in the Caribbean is 
approaching some important milestones in terms of 
renewables capacity and storage, and the future 
direction of investment in renewables is only heading in 
one direction as Islands compete to green and  their 
grids and increase their ability to endure increasingly 
powerful storms and hurricanes. 
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USA VACANCIES 
 
 
Finance Manager (Solar Asset Management) 
Location: North Carolina 
Salary: $90,000-$100,000 
Contact: Harry Davies – harry.davies@greenrecruitmentcompany.com 
 
TGRC has partnered with a leading European Renewable Energy Investment Fund who are looking to continue their 
successful trajectory into the US market. The company operate a solar portfolio in the multi GW range. The business 
are flexible on the location of this candidate but ideally it will be on the East Coast which is where the majority of their 
US assets are located.  
 
The successful candidate will lead the set-up of the finance function, drive its continuous improvement and be 
responsible for all bookkeeping, accounting and tax matters. Tax would be outsourced to an external provider but an 
understanding of the fundamentals of tax from a compliance and strategy perspective is required. 
 
 
Business Development Director (Solar) 
Location: New York 
Salary: $180,000-$230,000 
Contact: Harry Davies – harry.davies@greenrecruitmentcompany.com 
 
We are working with an International Renewable Energy IPP who have been rapidly expanding their US offering over 
the last three years. With 31 MW of projects under construction in Massachusetts and an additional portfolio representing 
50MW of secured sites, the business are looking for an experienced Business Development Director to lead a team of 
finance associates and project originators in a team that expects to double in size over the next three years.  
 
The successful candidate will have extensive transaction experience in solar and or wind technologies and will be 
responsible for originating and developing solar project activity across the North East US. 
 
 
Project Engineer (Solar) 
Location: Charlotte, North Carolina 
Salary: $85,000-$105,000 
Contact: Harry Davies – harry.davies@greenrecruitmentcompany.com 
 
This is a unique opportunity to join a successful international renewable energy developer and operator with core 
interests in Solar and Wind. They are currently developing a 1.4 GW portfolio across Europe and The United States. 
The PV Project Engineer will lead the design and engineering activities related to our European utility scale PV Plants 
through the company project life cycle (development, construction, close out, hand over to O&M) 
 
 
Senior Energy Analyst 
Location: Minnesota 
Salary: Competitive – details available on request 
Contact: Harry Davies – harry.davies@greenrecruitmentcompany.com 
 
The Green Recruitment Company are working in partnership with a leading US Independent Power Producer based in 
the state of Minnesota. The company are looking to hire a Senior Energy Analyst. This role will be critical in project 
development, financing, sales, interconnections and due diligence. 
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Central Asia and the shift to green energy: 
Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan 
By Qihan Geng, Head of APAC, 
qihan@greenrecruitmentcompany.com  
 
Becoming a green silk road? 
Central Asia has long been a cross roads of ideas and 
goods for the world, forever bound up in the idea of the 
“silk road”. Dominated by countries ending with the 
Persian suffix “stan” which means “Land of” – the 
countries of the region have a choice ahead of them – 
do they want to be the lands of fossil fuels or the lands 
of green energy? This article aims to look at two 
countries in the region to see if we are approaching a 
green silk road. 
 
Both Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan are going through a 
decisive period in their journey towards reducing CO2 

emissions. These Central Asian states are historically 
amongst the top contributors to the global carbon 
footprint and it is a mark of the development of the 
climate debate that they are now shifting to sustainable 
renewable sources. Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan are 
among the top 35 countries in the world on the Carbon 
Index, due to their reliance on fossil fuels, but their 
recent progress on green energy deserves 
encouragement. 
 
Kazakhstan moving beyond fossil fuels 
Kazakhstan's power generation through renewable 
sources is still relatively low but their planned progress 
is looking promising. The country’s authorities have 
shown a real concern regarding increased pollution and 
should be considered sincere. 
 
To understand the low base that Kazakhstan is starting 
from, the power generation in 2019 from renewable 
energy was 505 MW. At present the Kazakhstan 
government is aiming to procure 3% of total electricity 
production through the renewable sources in 2020.  
 
Currently however there are 13 projects for green 
energy in pipeline with a total capacity of 700 MW, that 
will cost around $850 million. This investment 
demonstrates how the Kazakhstani government is 
planning to increase its total capacity in green energy to 
30% of the country’s energy mix. 
 
For countries like Kazakhstan, the transition from a 
fossil fuel dependent economy to a green economy is 
challenging, there are however positive case studies 
from the Middle East to provide guidance. In addition, 
Kazakhstan is well placed to reap possible benefits from 
China’s OBOR initiative, which has embraced 
renewable energy as integral to its mission.  
 

Uzbekistan expanding beyond hydropower 
Uzbekistan’s ambitious journey towards green energy 
has started quite successfully. They are investing in a 
mixed portfolio of wind, solar and hydropower. The 
Uzbek government has demonstrated a willingness to 
integrate the private sector into their sustainability 
plans, which will likely give them an edge in delivering 
an efficienct renewables sector. Another sign if the 
maturity of the Uzbek approach is the focus on 
delivering better air quality for the country, 
demonstrating a good holistic approach to 
environmental matters. The Uzbek government aims to 
have green energy account for 25% of the countries 
energy mix by 2030. 
 
The Uzbeks main focus is on hydropower generation. 
The country is planning to expand its hydro-electric 
capacity to 16% of total energy generation by 2030, 
making it one of the largest players in hydro energy in 
Central Asia. 
 
Uzbekistan has some interesting projects underway or 
in planning, here are some of the most significant: 

• The Ministry of Energy has announced to 
construct a solar park in Sherabod city in 
Surkhandarya to further increase its green 
energy capability by 200 MW. The project is the 
part of 1 GW of solar energy program initiated 
by the government.  

• The ministry of energy is planning to devise 
public-private cooperation scheme for the 
development of 900 MW of solar energy in 
conjunction with the World bank.  

• A Chinese company has shown interest in 
developing a wind farm in the Gijduvan district 
in Bukhara province, targeting 200 MW power 
by the end of 2020. Over the lifetime of the 
project this could grow to 1500 MW.  

• Similar projects have been reportedly planned 
by the Siemens in Navoi province and the 
Turkish company ETKO CO ENERJI in 
Surhandarya province with a possible capacity 
of 600 MW.  

 
Delivering on potential: Two “steppes” forward, one 
steppe back? 
As with Kazakhstan, the main challenge for Uzbekistan 
is to progress schemes beyond feasibility and planning 
and toward construction and operation. However, the 
early signs are promising. At a global level, getting 
countries with a stake in the global fossil fuel sector to 
go green with be crucial to helping reduce emissions 
and combat climate change. Against this yardstick there 
is much to be encouraged by in the approach of both 
countries. The next step is to get it all built. 
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ASIA VACANCIES 

 
Project Finance Manager 
Location: Vietnam 
Salary: Competitive Salary 
Contact: Qihan Geng – qihan@greenrecruitmentcompany.com 
 
Our client is a leading wind power producer, they are now looking to take on an experienced project finance controller 
in Vietnam to take primary accounting responsibility for a sizeable development project. 
 
The role will assist the project team to determine and maintain project costs and to maintain strict adherence to corporate 
budget. The role is also expected to include broader project management responsibilities and advisory input on certain 
projects and involve working directly with the company’s clients, joint venture partners and other external stakeholders. 
 
 
Project Manager 
Location: Beijing 
Salary: on request 
Contact: Vivienne Zhang – vivienne@greenrecruitmentcompany.com 
 
Our Client is a non-profit organization with a focus on accelerating the transition to a circular economy.  
 
The Project Manager will lead the creation and delivery of a showcase project for the circular economy at the city level 
in China, placing an emphasis on high-level relationships, local demonstration/case study, and building capacity through 
communications, learning, insights and analysis. 
 
 
Project Manager (Solar) 
Location: Taipei 
Salary: Competitive, details on request 
Contact: Qihan Geng – qihan@greenrecruitmentcompany.com 
 
Working with an established player in the Asian solar market the role is responsible for managing the design, installation, 
and commissioning of solar power plants. The role will also lead on supporting the development of solar projects by 
providing optimal technical solutions, coordinating project management work as well as field operation management, 
managing the project interactions and deliverables between the HQ and corporate partners (where applicable). 
 
The role is essential in driving the project's evolution through completion within scope, timeline, quality, and budgetary 
constraints. 
 
 
Director of Project Finance 
Location: Taipei 
Salary: Competitive Salary 
Contact: Vivienne Zhang vivienne@greenrecruitmentcompany.com 
  
Our Client is a renewable energy investor who builds and operates over 200MW of solar assets and is expecting to 
develop and invest in a further 500MW solar project in Taiwan. They are seeking to take on a senior financing 
professional to strengthen their relationship with local banks and external investors. 
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Singapore and Green Energy 
By Qihan Geng, Head of APAC, 
qihan@greenrecruitmentcompany.com  
 
High achievers 
Singapore is a real success story, it has East Asia’s 
highest per Capita GDP, it enjoys a fantastic reputation 
in areas such as rule of law, education and technology. 
From a business perspective, the World Bank has long 
ranked Singapore as one of the easiest places to do 
business. For this article, we aim to look at the ease of 
doing green business in Singapore and the current state 
of the local renewable energy industry. 
 
Setting absolute targets and careful planning 
Singapore has based its strategy on its strength, hitting 
targets. The Government’s Long-Term Emissions 
Development Strategy (LEDS) aims to cap emissions at 
2030 levels, halve them by 2050 and then reach zero-
emissions by the end of the century. The strategy allows 
little room for flexibility, having set the targets Singapore 
will hit them. It has taken a holistic approach to the 
economy to ensure that from buildings to industry it will 
be delivered. There has been some criticism that the 
plan is too lenient on the oil and gas industry, however 
it is clear that the plan is trying to balance the need for 
green transition with the economy’s current reliance on 
fossil fuels. 
 
Integrated planning is a definite hallmark of 
Singaporean sustainability strategies. The Housing 
Development Board (HDB), has set targets to reduce 
energy consumption by 15% by 2030. This includes 
ensuring that 70% of all HDB housing blocks will have 
solar installed by 2030, any excess power generated 
will be fed straight back to Singapore’s grid.  
 
Building sustainable infrastructure 
Singapore, by 2021 will have a fully green public 
waterworks scheme, following the deployment of a 
60MWp floating solar plant at the Tengeh reservoir. This 
follows rooftop solar installations at Bedok Waterworks, 
Changi Water Reclamation Plant, Choa Chua Kang 
Waterworks, Marina Barrage, WaterHub and the Tuas 
Desalination Plant. 
 
Overcoming land shortage 
Singapore has an obvious challenge in that the country 
lacks the land to run some of the usual renewable 
energy options that other countries would use. 
Singapore has looked instead to floating technology, the 
Tengeh reservoir mentioned previously is a good 
example of this. However perhaps the most impressive 

example of Singapore’s commitment to overcoming 
land shortage is its plan to collaborate with Australia. 
 
The “Sun Cable” is a planned undersea cable linking the 
Tenant Creek solar development in Australia’s Northern 
Territory to Singapore. The development is expected to 
generate 3GW of energy. The project is highly 
ambitious and comes with a price tag of $20bn. The 
project is likely to go live at the later stages of this 
decade.  
 
Taking a position on Hydrogen, boosting EVs 
Few topics seem to be generating as much buzz in 
Asian renewables as green hydrogen. There is a clear 
emerging market for hydrogen, especially amongst 
some of the land poor countries of Asia for hydrogen as 
a path to reduced emissions. Singapore seems well 
placed for a leadership role in the Asian hydrogen 
sector, following the formation in the country of the 
APAC Hydrogen Association in February this year.  
 
The hydrogen strategy is distinctly Singaporean. At 
present Singapore lacks a steady source of green 
hydrogen and is pushing better electric vehicle (EV) 
infrastructure. The essence of the strategy then is, first 
of all taking a long term view, green hydrogen might not 
be today’s answer for Singapore, but future 
developments may make it worthwhile – when that time 
comes, Singapore will be well placed to capitalise on the 
technology.  
 
In relation to EVs, Singapore aims to phase out internal 
combustion engine vehicles by 2040. At present sales 
of EVs make up a small proportion of all car sales. To 
help encourage sales the government are pursuing a 
two-track strategy to improve infrastructure – ensuring 
existing slow charge facilities are maintained to boost 
interoperability whilst changing regulations to promote 
fast charging infrastructure.  
 
Closing thoughts 
It would be fair to say that Singapore was late to the 
party on green energy. However, it is also fair to say that 
Singapore is making up for lost time. Their approach to 
renewables is shrewd, maximising their own resources 
through rooftop and floating solar, whilst also looking to 
innovative solutions like the sun cable. They have also 
demonstrated flexibility in their approach to sustainable 
transport focusing on EVs but engaging with hydrogen 
as well. The country will need to review its approach to 
oil and gas soon, but the current plans offer much 
promise and have already shown a lot of action. 
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Could Australia benefit from Victorian Values? 
By Tim Hall, Country Manager Australia, tim@greenrecruitmentcompany.com 

 
 
Tough times 
Whilst it is always good to focus on the positives, it is 
hard to ignore that Australia has endured some bruising 
months of late with bushfires, ash rain, dust storms and 
flash floods. The severity of these occurrences serves 
as an intense reminder of the threat of climate change 
and the need to engage more fully with all aspects of 
the green economy. It is therefore very worrying to find 
talk that some renewable energy developers are ready 
to pull out of Australia following a recent webinar from 
the Smart Energy Council. The problem for developers 
it seems is lack of support to clear bottlenecks in the 
process and a feeling of hostility from some in 
government. I’ve written before about local support for 
renewables and in this article, I want to look at how the 
state of Victoria is taking a proactive approach to 
renewables.  
 
Rules are made to be broken 
Victoria has taken significant action to maintain the shift 
towards renewable energy, most recently announcing a 
split from national electricity rules in a bid to fast-track 
much needed grid modernisation and to promote more 
large-scale renewables and more energy storage. The 
move is ambitious and may help improve debate on how 
to get past what has been dubbed a complex and 
outdated national regulatory regime. The proof of the 
existing problem caused by the existing regime came 
from a recent crisis meeting of the Australian Energy 
Market Operator (AEMO). The suggestion there was 
that some projects could be delayed by seven years 
with $6.28 billion in investment and more than 5000 jobs 
at risk.  

 
Grid focus 
The focus on grid connectivity is an important part of the 
Victorian plan. AEMO has already committed A$370m, 
but Victoria wants faster action on the grid in general as 
well as the interconnector project with NSW and another 
scheme for West Victoria.  
 
Cracking the grid problem will be key to enabling a vast 
increase in renewable capacity especially in areas like 
that around Red Cliff, Kerang, Bendigo and Horsham in 
North West Victoria which has been dubbed the 
“rhombus of regret” due to its lack of transmission 
capability. Many investors have suffered due to output 
cutbacks around the rhombus and it would be a serious 
moral as well as practical victory for Victoria if the grid 
issues there could be resolved.  
 
The importance of getting renewables right in 
Victoria 
Victoria is an important state to get right. It is known as 
the “manufacturing state”. With over 13,000 
manufacturers employing 280,000 people – to put that 
into context a switch to zero emissions energy by 
manufacturers in the state would cut 8% of Australia’s 
greenhouse gas emissions. Clearly achieving this would 
mean more than just renewable energy and could 
encompass areas such as sustainable procurement and 
better low carbon manufacturing. However, the key 
point is that in achieving its renewable energy goals 
Victoria would go a long way to helping Australia 
achieve its climate goals.  
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AUSTRALIA VACANCIES 
 

Project Director (Solar Energy) 
Location: Melbourne 
Salary: Up to $180K + super 
Contact: Tim Hall – tim@greenrecruitmentcompany.com 
 
An Australian Solar and Storage developer with an impressive portfolio of projects are seeking a Project 
Director to lead the construction of their Australian projects. The client are seeking someone who has 
completed a utility scale solar project in Australia at a minimum and who understands R2 testing and 
hold point testing at a technical level 
 
 
Head of Project Development 
Location: Sydney 
Salary: Up to $180K + super 
Contact: Tim Hall – tim@greenrecruitmentcompany.com 
 
An international solar developer is seeking a Head of Project Development to lead a small development 
team. Strong experience in project development of Australian utility scale solar farms required (5+ 
years). 
 
 
Project Developer (Wind) 
Location: Melbourne 
Salary: Up to $120K + super 
Contact: Tim Hall – tim@greenrecruitmentcompany.com 
 
An international renewable energy IPP are seeking a Project Developer to join their wind development 
team. Knowledge and experience in stakeholder engagement in the Australian renewable energy 
market required, ideally with experience across the development of wind projects. 
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A Survey of Subsidy-Free Solar in Europe 
By Harry Moncur, Head of European Solar, harry.moncur@greenrecruitmentcompany.com 
 
Subsidy free solar has been an established part of the 
Southern Europe landscape. However, it is now starting 
to gain traction in Northern Europe. The success or 
failure of subsidy free solar is keenly watched by the 
wider industry, as more generous incentives in Europe 
are likely to decline over time. For this article, the focus 
is on looking at four subsidy-free markets: the UK, 
Germany, Spain and Italy. The split is for two North 
European markets to see how the new sector is 
developing there and two Southern European sectors to 
look at the more mature subsidy free markets have 
evolved.  
 
UK 
The UK solar sector has enjoyed a strange relationship 
with subsidies. The UK industry was a major leader in 
European installations for solar but following years of 
incentive withdrawals, larger scale schemes largely 
ground to a halt by 2017 with the closure of the 
Renewables Obligation (RO). The fact is that the UK 
sector has previously had a subsidy reliance that made 
it too dependent on government support. The result has 
been a rise in both PPA activity and the emergence of a 
fast growing subsidy free sector in the UK.  
 
Since 2019, the UK is now in a post-subsidy era and 
solar seems to be again picking up, in part driven by 
declining costs for panels (and battery storage) 
coinciding with increasing demand for clean energy.  
 
In December last year, the largest subsidy free solar 
farm (40MW) on the Bedfordshire/Cambridgeshire 
border went live joining another solar farm in 
Bedfordshire and another in Buckinghamshire. Other 
notable schemes are already in development in 
Warrington, Swindon and Gloucestershire. A recent 
study suggested that there could be 5GW of subsidy 
free solar in the UK by 2030.  
 
Germany 
Germany is starting to engage with subsidy free solar. 
The German position is different from the UK, because 
as it stands, developers in Germany can choose not to 
benefit from the market premium system and go subsidy 
free. In fact, the law, supports the connection of these 
projects and still leaves them open to receiving hardship 
provision in case of loss. Like other markets, subsidy 
free solar is made possible by declining module costs, 
good power prices and general positivity.  
 
In terms of projects, the largest solar scheme in 
Germany (180MW) is being built subsidy free in 

Brandenburg by EnBW. Unsubsidised schemes in 
Germany are also benefitting from a willingness from 
lenders, such as UmweltBank, a specialist lender is 
funding a 20-year scheme for BayWa. BayWa have 
previously built Germany’s first unsubsidised solar plant 
near Stralsund. A key feature of the German subsidy 
free market is that it is integrating into the PPA market 
(in difference to Spain where they have an interest in 
merchant solar alongside PPAs). A good example is 
Statkraft’s deal to buy power from 52MW of subsidy free 
solar from Enerparc. 
 
Spain 
There is no hotter European solar market than Spain 
currently, the country is home to half the entire subsidy 
free solar pipeline of Europe. There are genuine worries 
that the market could be too hot and that potentially 
there is more pipeline than PPA at the end of it. 
However, Spain’s solar market isn’t like the UK solar 
market and it is helped by the willingness of firms to 
pursue merchant as well as PPA solar. Bullish firms 
include Statkraft, BayWa and most recently a JV 
between Noy Fund and Hive Energy will deliver 
420MWp in the Castilla-La Mancha region.  
 
Italy 
In December 2019, Octopus Renewables went live with 
seven subsidy free solar plants on Sardinia – the plants 
generating 70MW of energy can power a fifth of the 
needs of nearby Cagliari. These came hot on the heels 
of news that utility A2A from Brescia had acquired a 
1GW pipeline of solar from Chinese firm Talesun, with 
a plan to keep the projects subsidy free. Earlier in the 
year Zouk Capital had announced a similar plan for 
120MW of solar. The vitality of unsubsidised solar in 
Italy, is interesting given the return of government 
auctions to bolster the solar sector, however it seems 
that Italian solar is less worried about support than on 
streamlining regulations.  
 
Closing Thoughts 
A subsidy free solar sector in Northern Europe is now 
perhaps less daunting than it was five years ago. 
Previous shocks, cheaper and more efficient panels and 
the rise of PPAs have created fertile conditions for 
subsidy free solar. In Southern Europe, the sustained 
vitality of subsidy free solar should create warm feelings 
for the future of solar. The next question we should be 
asking is whether it’s time for governments to end 
subsidies for fossil fuels? 
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EUROPE VACANCIES 
 
Client Associate 
Location: Belgium 
Salary: €42,000 
Contact: Jess Carpenter – jess.carpenter@greenrecruitmentcompany.com  
 
The Green Recruitment Company are working alongside a global specialist in energy management in 
their search for a Client Associate that would focus on working within the sales team to manage the 
commercial relationship with a client base, based in Belgium. Managing commercial relationships with 
assigned client base, including maintaining relationships with key contacts, identifying new 
opportunities and developing sales revenue, and negotiating and renewing client commercial 
agreements. 
 
 
Senior Project Development Manager 
Location: Madrid 
Salary: Flexible depending on experience 
Contact: Harry Moncur – harry.moncur@greenrecruitmentcompany.com 
 
We have a great opportunity for a Senior Project Development Manager to join a leading European 
IPP and manage solar and wind development activities throughout Iberia.  
 
The role will identify and originate project development opportunities on behalf of the business to grow 
a pipeline of solar PV and Wind projects throughout the Iberia region. The role will perform 
technical/financial due diligence assessments, lead deal structuring and handle commercial 
negotiations with local developers for Greenfield development engagements and sourcing of 
brownfield opportunities.  
 
The role will also coordinate the development of the renewable portfolio including M&A, own/co-
developments until RtB status and lend support to internal teams in preparation for construction until 
COD. The role is also responsible for managing relationships with external stakeholders. 
 
 
Senior Market Risk Analyst 
Location: Dusseldorf 
Salary: €65,000-€90,000 
Contact: Tom Brookes – tom.brookes@greenrecruitmentcompany.com 
 
TGRC are working alongside a global energy firm that generates, trades and markets power on a large 
scale. The business procures, stores, transports and supplies commodities. The business operates in 
more than 40 countries with around 40 GW of generation capacity and is one of the leading names in 
the energy industry globally. 
 
The role will manage portfolio market risk: Analyse exposures, synergies, diversification and 
concentration risk, contribute towards holistic risk awareness and the promotion of risk management 
on the trading floors as well as across the wider business and Represent and present the managed 
portfolio to senior stakeholders and management. 
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PPAs and Guilty Pleasures 
By Andrew Green, Head of Energy Solutions, 
andrew@greenrecruitmentcompany.com 
 

 
In recent years, self-denial has become one of the more 
significant responses to consumerism. Popular culture 
regularly promotes initiatives to help people give up 
hazardous personal habits through events such as Dry 
January or Stoptober, or to engage with wider issues 
through the medium of Veganuary and that’s before you 
get to older traditions like Lent. This individual response 
to consumption is important, as a planet we all need to 
consume less, but for most people these periods of self-
denial are temporary, so instead I want to ask a different 
question; how good are the things we give up are at 
giving something up themselves? In this blog I want to 
explore the progress that two of our vices/indulgences 
(chocolate and alcohol) are making in giving up fossil 
fuels and switching to clean energy.  
 
Chocolate and the Sun, historically poor 
companions 
Many a sad childhood memory will remember the 
dismay of melted chocolate in the summer sun. It is 
perhaps a promising sign for the future that these old 
rivals are collaborating to reduce emissions in the 
confectionary sector. Last year Mondelēz International 
signed a Corporate PPA with Enel Green Power for 
65MW of Solar in Texas, Mars went 100% renewable in 
Australia, a couple of years ago Butlers Chocolates in 
Dublin acquired one of the largest rooftop solar 
schemes in Ireland via a PPA. In general, the 
confectionary sector has been an eager advocate of 
corporate PPAs, recently Hershey in the USA went a 
step further launching an attack on current electricity 
pricing in the country because rules favour fossil fuels 
and supress renewable energy incentives.  

 
Alcohol ends Absinthe’s monopoly on being green 
The alcohol industry has been aggressive in its pursuit 
of renewable energy power purchase agreements. 
InBev the brewer of Budweiser has just signed Europe’s 
largest solar PPA in Spain, coming hot on the heels of 
a series of other major deals including the UK’s largest 
subsidy free solar corporate PPA, creating a deal for UK 
pubs to purchase green energy, and commitments to 
100% renewable energy in the USA and Canada. InBev 
aren’t alone amongst beer brewers however, both 
Heineken and Anheuser-Busch have agreed major 
PPAs to secure their access to renewable energy.  
 
The wine industry has often played host to wind turbines 
in its vineyards but has been slow mover on PPAs. 
Pernod Ricard became the first wine maker in Australia 
to switch to 100% renewable energy through a mix of 
winery based solar and a long term PPA. Greater 
change is coming to the wine industry through 
cooperation between wineries, last year saw the 
formation of International Wineries for Climate Action 
(IWCA) which has gained new members rapidly and 
promotes both sustainability and renewable energy 
consumption.  
 
Away from the PPA space, in 2019 Diageo committed 
£180m toward building solar, biomass and water 
recovery facilities for all 11 of its facilities in Kenya, 
Uganda, Tanzania, South Africa, the Seychelles, 
Nigeria and Ghana.  
 
Is it just Greenwashing?  
It is easy to be sceptical about any corporate body 
pursuing green activities. In response to recent fires in 
Australia, Greenpeace created a tracker for 80 
companies and reporting on their transition to 100% 
renewable energy, that’s at the organised end of social 
pressure on corporations, there is however a vast 
ground swell globally amongst consumers for better 
environmental performance from firms they buy from. 
Ultimately successful firms make what they can sell, 
and green products will sell. So, at worst this is 
corporations doing the right thing for the wrong reasons, 
but in reality confectioners and brewers are amongst 
some of the earliest corporate adopters of renewables, 
it is reasonable to think they are relatively sincere.  
 
So, which is best Chocolate or Alcohol? 
This blog has focused on the renewables aspect and 
specifically PPAs, there are however wider 
sustainability issues with all industries to consider. As to 
whether chocolate is better than alcohol or vice versa, 
it’s very much a personal choice but to return to an 
earlier theme, consuming a bit less of each is probably 
best.  
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PPA Roles 
 
VP of Europe 
Location: flexible but Dublin, Amsterdam or Madrid Preferred 
Salary: Up to €200,000 
Contact: Andrew Green – andrew@greenrecruitmentcompany.com  
 
Our client specializes in providing procurement and technology solutions for energy to C&I customers. 
Headquartered in the USA, the business is currently undergoing an expansion of their provision of 
services to Europe. As part of this process they are looking to launch a new European office. They 
are seeking a VP of Europe to head up this operation. The role will suit an established professional. 
The ideal candidate will have experience of the European energy/renewable energy sector. A good 
knowledge of the technical aspects of PPAs is essential as well as commercial awareness. The role 
will offer scope to shape the direction and strategy in Europe for the business with a well-regarded 
product. 
 
 
Senior Originator (Northern Europe) 
Location: London 
Salary: up to £80,000 
Contact: Andrew Green – andrew@greenrecruitmentcompany.com 
 
market development, origination and structuring of PPAs for Northern Europe with a portfolio of 
developed and acquired projects. 
 
The role will include development, negotiation and closing of PPAs with corporate clients, utilities, 
traders, communities, and commercial & industrial customers. The role has an emphasis on commercial 
aspects and on the bankability of the PPA and of the offtaker(s). 
 
 
Associate Vice President (PPAs) 
Location: London 
Salary: £150,000 
Contact: Andrew Green – andrew@greenrecruitmentcompany.com  
 
In this role, you will be responsible for managing relationships with Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) 
counterparties (specifically corporates and public bodies). You will also be responsible for keeping up 
to date on counterparties’ PPA capabilities, demand, preferred structures, prices and required approval 
processes. 
 
You will be originating, negotiating and executing corporate PPAs for the company as part of the 
transaction team and aligning origination strategies with offices globally. 
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Is the main opportunity for EVs away from consumer car sales? 
By Cory Rogers, Head of Disruptive Tech, cory@greenrecruitmentcompany.com 
 

 
Haters are going to hate 
When discussing most areas of the green 
economy its easy to find contrary opinions. 
Wind turbines arouse fierce local planning 
opposition, solar panels need better recycling. 
The fact that either is better than the alternative 
often fails to register with those who would 
rather knock green efforts. An area of the green 
economy that often suffers criticism is the 
electric vehicle sector, often led by those with 
emotional attachment to petrol or diesel cars. 
Despite the great clamour from governments 
and societal pressure about the need to shift 
our lifestyles and economy in a more 
sustainable direction, there is a troubling lack of 
balanced development within one of the most 
important sectors for tackling emissions – 
transportation, in particular in the widespread 
adoption of electric vehicles. 
 
The not so smooth transition to consumer 
EVs 
Where does that imbalance manifest itself? 
One example is the fact that we’re seeing 
increasing obstacles and challenges in the EV 
consumer marketplace. A second conundrum is 
why some more established automotive 
manufacturers have yet to truly embrace EVs, 
despite some specialist manufacturers 
demonstrating the viability of the sector (at least 
one major manufacturer seems to have not got 
beyond the concept car stage). Strangely this 
hesitance in the consumer market is belied in 
both public and private enterprise sectors, 
which are demonstrating tremendous 
innovation in applying EVs to their 
organisations. 
 
 

Challenges facing the EV consumer market 
People love to talk green, and there’s evidence 
that running electric cars is already cheaper 
than petrol/diesel cars, so why are people not 
queuing up around corners to get their hands 
on EVs? There are lots of possible reasons 
people aren’t snapping them up. One is that 
sticker prices on EVs tend to be higher than 
petrol or diesel, and many are worried about the 
EV having insufficient range. Another factor is 
infrastructure, with people worried about not 
knowing where charging stations are, or how to 
install a charger in their home. In general, there 
may be many misconceptions about EVs. 
Certainly, the industry needs to do more to 
combat misconceptions if it wants to boost 
sales. 
 
The data on what’s stopping people buying may 
not be clear, but there are other more alarming 
and apparent factors that are hindering the EV 
market, most prominent of which is the 
shortage of key components. In the past there 
have already been problems with the supply of 
lithium, but now it seems that the main shortage 
comes in the form of cobalt, another essential 
ingredient to modern EV batteries. It’s only a 
matter of time before demand does start to 
increase more rapidly, particularly in the UK 
where the government has just announced that 
their moratorium on new diesel cars has been 
brought forward from 2040 to 2035. Further to 
that, they have added petrol and hybrid cars to 
the nix list. It is predicted that in 2020 global EV 
production could top 4 million units, with a 
further forecast of it reaching 12 million by 2025. 
Shortages are already happening now, which 
have disrupted production in several high-end 
vehicles, including the Audi e-tron and the 
Jaguar I-Pace. They just can’t make the 
batteries fast enough. 
 
It is perhaps the awareness that there are 
supply problems that may be causing people to 
hold back or encourage some manufacturers to 
consider alternative technologies e.g. hydrogen 
instead. Innovation and greater diversity in 
materials used will be crucial for the long-term 
durability of the sector. 
 
Successes in public and private enterprise 
The consumer market may be struggling with 
the above problems and more, but that doesn’t 
mean EVs are not taking off elsewhere. In the 
realm of public transport and private 
delivery/courier services, EVs are quickly 
becoming the hot ticket. 
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Public Transport 
On February 18, 2020, TfL opened the first all-
electric bus route in London; the 94 service 
between Acton Green and Piccadilly Circus. In 
the proudest traditions of UK public transport it 
seems that you can wait for ages for an all-
electric bus route, then three turn up at once; 
the next routes scheduled for an electric 
makeover are the C3 and the 23, helping to 
make Clapham and Hammersmith greener. 
Electric buses are in fact a global trend, 
Santiago in Chile also added 200 new electric 
buses to their fleet in 2019. Beijing, China also 
aims to have the entire downtown bus fleet as 
electric by the end of 2020 (about half of 
Beijing’s bus fleet is already electric).  
 

 

 
Private Delivery/Courier Companies 
Many of us already rely on the expedient and 
efficient service of companies like DHL, UPS 
and others to deliver our purchases from 
platforms like Amazon. What you may not know 
is that Amazon is currently constructing its own 
fleet of 100,000 delivery vans - all electric - from 
EV manufacturer, Rivian. It’s part of their overall 
green strategy, of course, but also a part of 
Amazon trying to increase its share of self-
delivered items. UPS is also refusing to be left 
behind. They are now working in the UK with 
British start-up, Arrival, to roll out new electric 
vans (Arrival’s ‘Generation 2’ models) for use by 
UPS in the UK. These vans will be able to travel 
up to 300 miles on a single charge, and 
eventually will be rolled out across Europe and 
the US. 
 
So, where’s the main opportunity? 
Looking at what’s going on right now can only 
offer you a short-term answer. The same 
battery shortages that are impacting the 
consumer market may also impact their 
implementation in other sectors. At the same 
time, however, strong growth in EV uptake is 
largely a certainty when you look at government 
policy and investment around the world, and 
when you look at the number of top car brands 
who now offer EVs. Gone are the days where 
Tesla and Toyota were the only players. EVs are 
bound to become the new normal, but the 
question is which sector will capitalise the most, 
and first. 
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Final Thoughts 
By Dominic Wall, Director 
dominic@greenrecruitmentcompany.com 
 

 

Thank You 
Thank you for taking the time to read the latest edition of the Green Insider. We hope you enjoyed 
reading it as much as we enjoyed putting it together. As a business our consultants are all keen 
advocates for the green economy and especially green energy and technology.  

Whilst you’re here 
Hopefully you’ve heard of us before you read the Green Insider. If you haven’t then we’re the Green 
Recruitment Company and we have a vision to be the premium provider of global recruitment solutions 
to the green energy and technology sector. 
 
We remain committed to offering the best possible recruitment experience for our candidates and 
clients. We augment traditional recruitment methods with the best of new technology to offer an 
innovative hiring process. Our team can offer video interviewing, competency and psychometric testing 
as well market research alongside executive search, permanent and freelance recruitment.  
 
The Green Recruitment Company have been successful placing industry influencing individuals literally 
all over the world. There have been placements in Berlin, Amsterdam, Madrid, Munich, Paris, Sydney, 
Dubai, New York, Sao Paulo, Beijing, Tokyo and Shanghai (just to name a few!) - we have completed 
retained search assignments for industry leading companies (big and small) in Energy Finance, 
Renewable Energy, Energy Storage and Electric Vehicles. We take great joy in facilitating the transition 
to a cleaner, greener international energy mix.  
 
Once again, we’d like to thank you for reading and we hope to be in touch again in the future! 
 
Best Wishes, 
 
Dominic Wall 
Director 
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